Al-FAW PALACE
Victory Base Complex, Baghdad, Iraq

Al-Faw Presidential Palace
•

Al-Faw is one of 8 presidential palaces used for hunting and recreation by Baathist
party members, Saddam Hussein and his family. Both sons, U’day and Qu’say had
villas on the artificial lake. There were houseboats to move them around; often they
would cruise the lake and take tea at one of the artificial islands. One of the
houseboats can be seen, housed in a metal roofed boathouse near LZ Griffin.

•

The palace was built to commemorate the sacrifices made by the Iraqi Army during
the Iran-Iraq War in regaining the Al-Faw peninsula, located in southern Iraq. In
February 1986 the Iranian Army successfully launched a 30,000 man amphibious
style attack across the Shatt Al-Arab river that captured the area as part of a plan to
cut Iraqi oil export. Hussein vowed to retake the Al-Faw peninsula at all costs. It
would take the Iraqi Army two years to recapture the lost ground. Mustard gas and
other chemical weapons were targeted at approximately 8,000 to 10,000 Iranian
troops during this period. Thousands of Iraqi soldiers would die in the Al-Faw
Peninsular campaign – a true war for oil.

•

Visitors walking into the palace are greeted with the words “Peace be to the fighters
of the Al-Faw Peninsula.”

•

The palace is surrounded by a lake and villa complex. The lakes are filled with fish
and carp. The rumors that the lake contained bodies of victims of Hussein have not
been proven – nor has the lake been drained to find out. The large “Saddam Bass”
are a specially bred fish with diamond scales and a green color.
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•

The building and construction of Al-Faw complex was started in 1989 and
completed just prior to Desert Storm. It was declared off limits to UN Arms
inspectors in 1998 – one of the events which brought Iraq under intense scrutiny by
the US. The area was surrounded by date palm groves which have since been
removed for Army facilities and trailers.

•

WAR DAMAGE:
The palace was damaged in 2003. A utility bridge was destroyed by two – 2,000lb
bombs. It was believed that an escape tunnel had been built under the bridge.
There were four rooms resembling prison cells located in the basement nearby the
bridge. A 5,000lb JDAM hit the back of the palace targeting what planners believed
to be one of Saddam’s offices. Obviously he was not there at the time. In fact
Saddam may have visited the palace a grand total of 6-8 times! He preferred to live
in the Presidential Palace downtown in what is now the US Embassy—Green Zone.
In the basement soldiers discovered what appeared to be gold bars, but after
testing they proved to be made of lead.

JDAM Roof Top Entry

JDAM Damage to Al-Faw
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PALACE EXTERIOR PHOTOS

GREEN MEDALION OVER FRONT ENTRANCE SAYS:
“Al-Faw Palace”

SADDAM HUSSEIN’S INITIALS ON PILLARS

[Right of Palace Door]
Peace on Faw on it’s defense
Peace on its land and its name
Peace on the honorable ones
Peace on the sacrificial blood

•

INSIDE THE PALACE
The palace is 450,000 sq. ft with 62 rooms and 29 bathrooms. The bathrooms are
elaborate rooms with gilded metal work and marble façade. The palace is made
primarily of marble, glass, wood, plastic and brass. Many of the banisters are
gypsum and not carved marble. The Arabic script is made to look like gold but is
actually gilded brass. The marble and locks are Italian. Many of the glass pieces
one sees are actually plastic or plastic and intermittent glass.
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Most Iraqi palace architects were trained in Europe, which explains why portions of
the palace are a combination of European and Arab influence. Indeed, Al-Faw is a
unique combination of European influence and Iraqi construction methods—some
of which have been questioned by Americans with construction backgrounds.
There is evidence that one of Hussein’s palace architects was executed for
bragging too much to Iraqi agents about his work. It is not certain if this architect
designed and built the palace of Al-Faw.
The rotunda and chandelier in the center of Al-Faw is the focal point of the palace, it
boasts 256 lights. At one time it could be lowered of raised. A catwalk is located
above the chandelier. People who view the chandelier suspension decide never to
walk under it again. It does not strike them as well supported. Again - -the
chandelier, as with many things in the palace is deceiving. It looks like solid glass
but is in fact an intricate lattice work of glass and plastic.1
Around the chandelier are large circular inscriptions. The top inscription in circles
reads “GOD IS GREAT!” The next two levels of circles are Saddam Hussein’s
initials. [Hussein at least acknowledged a greater power]
The ceiling of the rotunda – art work – is actually Moroccan-formed plaster cast frescos
secured to the ceiling. The small circle, pressed into the fresco work links the initials of
Saddam and the ancient battle of Al Qadisiah. The circle within the two loops (Mickey
Mouse ears) is Saddam’s initials while the next elaborate scroll work is again dedicated to
the Al Qadisiah battle in which the Arabs defeated the Persians in 670AD. Obviously
Saddam intended to link the ancient Arab victory against the Persians with his costly –
Pyrrhic – victory over the Iranians at Al-Faw.

Saddam Hussein’s initials can be found throughout Al-Faw Palace
It has been said that Al-Faw was a “hunting lodge palace” which housed eight
suites on the three floors and that there were horse stables, date groves, a zoo,
pools, cinema, walking paths and much more. Today the occasional bobcat or wild
animal which used to inhabit the grounds appears, but they are now a rarity.
1

th

The rotunda was the main area when 5 Corps HQs was established in the palace. At that time field desks and equipment
along with cables running to generators were located everywhere. Slowly the site transitioned from CJTF-7 to MNF-I/MNC-I
(15 April 04).
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Throne given to Saddam by Yassir Arafat. Emblem in middle is representation of the Al-Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalem; also know as the Dome of the Rock. The inlay says “Holiness to us” on the sides and on the Top
it says “victory from God and success is near” The book at the top has a verse from the chapter of the Koran
Entitled “The Israelites”

•

Additional Trivia

The Perfume Palace -- is a blue domed palace on Camp Slayer which was a Baathi
government amusement complex. The so-called Perfume Palace contained military
murals, an indoor pool, hot tubs and a blue domed ballroom on the second floor.
A rumor has it that one of the palaces has an underground bunker with large steel
doors and is lined with gold wall paper.

Other Facts:
Ion 2003 Special Republican Guards, regarded as particularly loyal to Saddam Hussein,
were billeted at the base at Abu Ghraib. The Eighth Iraqi Battalion (Security) headquarters
were located at Ridhwaniyeh/Saddam International Airport from the Abu-Ghraib side near
the prefabricated residences of airport employees formerly used to house a French
company (French Village) that supervised the building of the airport, near Al-Faris AlArabi Club. The Eighth Battalion was tasked with protecting the entrances to the airport
from the Airport Highway and from the Abu-Ghraib road.
Construction at Al-Faw Palace was ongoing during the 1990s. It featured extensive and
complex water works. The palace is an extravagant amalgam of marble, tile, gold fittings
and massive chandeliers, all surrounded by an azure artificial lake. The palace features
extensive and complex water works. The government of Saddam Hussein's Iraq claimed
extensive crop damage due to drought, yet it didn't hesitate to use scarce water resources
to ensure that the lakes of Saddam's palaces were filled and grounds well cared for.
Also called Qasr Al-Faw Palace, Al-Faw was one of Saddam's newer palaces. All around
the lake are Roman-style villas. Saddam reportedly had the palace built to commemorate
his nation's "victory" over Iran. He would bring guests there to watch or hunt.
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There is some considerable confusion on the part of Western intelligence
concerning the most appropriate nomenclature for the palace complex that
envelopes the airport to the South, East and North. In the DoD Briefing on Iraqi
Denial and Deception of Oct. 8, 2002 the Radwaniyah presidential palace was said to
be the extensive complex to the East and North of the Airport. Subsequently, the
NIMA map of Baghdad assigns this nomenclature to the much smaller palace
complex to the South of the Airport. This map assigns the name Abu Ghurayb to the
palace to the East of the Airport, while the palace to the North of the Airport is
termed "Presidential Palace North" -- otherwise known as the Qasr Al-Faw Palace.
Al-Faw palace was home of Cobra Base, headquarters of Coalition Joint Task Force-7
[CJTF-7], or what is now Multi-National Force-Iraq and Multi-National Corps-Iraq. The
security and access control is important, since it is a chief meeting ground for military and
civilian officials and dignitaries. MNF-I and MNC-I were created out of CJTF-7
headquarters and before that the Coalition Forces Land Component Command -- the
headquarters unit responsible for all land combat unit operations. In early April 2003 the
CJTF 7 headquarters settled in what was once a presidential palace of Saddam Hussein.
Al-Faw Palace became the headquarters of Lt. Gen. John McKiernan, chief of US Central
Command's ground forces. The CJTF 7 headquarters brought along its very own selfsufficient medical facility called the Cobra Base Medical Aid Station. The defense of Cobra
Base was enforced by armed security as well as routine vehicle and personnel searches at
the main gate.
On 30 April 2003 Defense Secretary Rumsfeld met top US commanders at their base. At
that time some 12,000 US troops were deployed in Baghdad, patrolling the streets of the
capital with the help of Iraqi police volunteers.

Camp Victory / Camp Victory South / Camp al-Nasr
In mid-September 2004, as part of an Army-wide effort to give its facilities around
Baghdad friendlier connotations, Camp Victory was also given the Arabic name
translation of "Camp Al-Nasr".
From Camp Victory near the international airport, it's about a 20-minute drive to downtown
Baghdad. Camp Victory is five kilometers from Baghdad International Airport. Iraqi workers
first worked on building up Camp Victory's brand new Tent City with a population 12,000
soldiers from dozens of nations, including the USA. Today, with the upgrade to trailers,
the population within the present perimeter of Task Force Dragon (the force currently
defending the unified base cluster) numbers around 31,000.
At Camp Victory some of the villas were still being built as of mid-2003. The Coalition hired
construction crews to finish the job that Saddam started. Military units use most of the
marble-clad palace facility. An Australian army unit has one building across from the AlFaw palace. At first, soldiers called the palaces home. Soldiers -- 30 to a room -- slept on
the third floor of Al-Faw where they hung their underwear and socks on the windows to
dry. In fact, goats and other animals were living in rooms of the palace before US forces
decided to make it a higher headquarters.
Missouri National Guard members stationed at Camp Victory, spent their July 4th 2004
holiday competing in a 5k run. The 1st Battalion, 152nd Infantry of the Indiana National
Guard, was responsible for ensuring that Al-Faw stayed in good repair and kept its
presidential charm. As of this writing, the palace guard has taken on a different look, with
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members of the 2-299 Hawaii National Guard at the gates. The ancestors of these soldiers
guarded the gates to Hawaii’s Iolani palace during the reign of Hawaiian Queen
Liliuokalani over a century ago. Hawaii is the only state to possess a royal palace as part
of its heritage.

A Highly Motivated 2-299 Soldier
Mosquitoes, flies, and rats got the (combat) boot in 2003/04 from the 714th Medical
Detachment. Shortly after arriving at Camp Victory, the 10-member team from Fort Bragg,
NC, which provided preventive medicine for V Corps, Combined Forces Land Component
Command and Baghdad International Airport, went right to work. Investigating rat-infested
living areas, they found rat droppings in dozens of locations, inside and out. They laid
traps throughout the area and taught the soldiers there how to properly clear and reset
them. In less than a week, nine rats were killed. During a typical week, a team from the
714th inspected living and work areas for rodents and set mosquito traps around sites with
large concentrations of standing water. Later, team members collected the traps and
refrigerated them to ensure all mosquitoes were dead.
The US Army continues to improve living conditions for the troops while Operation Iraqi
Freedom progresses in Iraq. One of the larger projects is the revamping of the Camp
Victory base. The soldiers of C Company, 389th Engineer Battalion from Dubuque, Iowa
cleared the thick wild fields surrounding Camp Victory. The first thing that was done was
proof the land. Proofing means to clear and level the grounds scheduled for construction.
Most of the land on Camp Victory was covered with wheat fields that needed to be burned
and trees that needed to be torn down. The soldiers of C Company also cleared the area
of any possible landmines or improvised explosive devices on at least sixty acres. The
389th En. Bn. cleared the whole west side of BIAP (Baghdad International Airport). In
October 2003 they were doing the same thing at Victory. Next the soldiers leveled the
ground and lay out gravel for vehicle traction, and to decrease dust levels from the finegrain sand. This was necessary because the water tended to sit over the sand rather than
soak into the ground. After the ground was leveled the job of construction went to KBR
(Kellogg, Brown, and Root). KBR brought in modular buildings and installed electrical
wiring and plumbing. The buildings are now fully operational living, dining, and
administrative facilities.
The palace’s new role is the unofficial Camp Victory convention center. Military units use
most of the marble-clad facility, which is just outside Baghdad International Airport. There
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are 62 total rooms, in the Al-Faw palace. Twice a week about 40 Iraqi workers spend at
least five hours cleaning the palace.
Iraqi contractors and American soldiers shared the heat, sweat and asphalt in a recent
joint paving project at Camp Victory in Iraq. The 94th Engineer Battalion, 130th Engineer
Brigade soldiers teamed up with the Iraqis in mid-September 2004 to pave a 40-foot-wide
road with 854 tons of asphalt in order to reduce traffic congestion in the center of the
camp.
Camp Liberty was home to the Pegasus Dining Facility and also sports a short-order grill,
salad, pizza, sandwich and ice cream bars. A Burger King stand, operating out of two
mobile tractor-trailers is located outside the Camp Liberty PX which offers a wide variety of
products ranging from televisions, gas grills, A/C units, microwave ovens, women's thong
underwear and condoms. As of June 2004, that Burger King had the distinction of being
Burger King's sole Iraq location. In addition, the base offers Internet cafes, weight rooms
and basketball courts.
The large man-made lake between Camp al-Tahreer and Camp al-Nasr was once stocked
with fish as part of Saddam Hussein's private hunting reservation, and has since become
one of the largest overseas American military bases built since the Vietnam War. Though
the lake is no longer stocked, when 1st Cavalry Division soldiers were stationed here they
found that the fishing season was still open. The division's fishing fanatics and amateurs
who fish this lake received a boost when an Alabama sporting goods company collected
hundreds of rod and reel combos and thousands of fishing accessories for donation to the
soldiers. The gear started arriving June 2004 when the parents of 1st Lt. Kevin Black,
executive officer for 1st Cavalry Division Headquarters Company, contacted Simmons
Sporting Goods Co. of their hometown of Birmingham. When company officials heard
soldiers in Iraq had a place to fish, they immediately donated about 20 rod and reel
combos along with around 200 lures from their shop.

THE AEROSTAT BALLOON
Historians enjoy old technology made new and Aerostat balloons can be observed from
the roof of Al-Faw Palace. In the tradition of the old WWI Observation Balloon or WWII
Barrage Balloon a new balloon with a highly sophisticated camera guards the borders of
Camps Victory and Liberty. Two Aerostat balloons have been assigned this mission, their
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sophisticated cameras can read a license plate off a car in downtown Baghdad.
Helicopters have hit Aerostats on at least three occasions and the balloon has been known
to break free and land outside the base perimeter on at least one occasion. They have
also been the targets of small arms fire from insurgents. Capable of watching outside or
inside the perimeter, the Aerostat sees all, and knows (like Santa) when soldiers have
been “naughty or nice.”
Camp Liberty / Camp al-Tahreer
In mid-September 2004, as part of an Army-wide effort to give its facilities around
Baghdad friendlier connotations, and try to resolve the issue of constantlychanging facility names, Camp Victory North was renamed Camp Liberty, with its
Arabic translation "Camp Al-Tahreer".
The largest of the new camps, Camp Victory North, since renamed Camp Liberty/Camp alTahreer, is twice the size of Camp Bondsteel in Kosovo — one of the largest US overseas
posts built since the Vietnam War. Camp Victory North lies northeast of Baghdad
International Airport, known to troops as BIAP. Victory North at its full capacity will hold
around 14,000 troops. In January 2004, about 16,000 soldiers from the Germany-based
1st Armored Division lived in a makeshift camp along the south side of BIAP. As of this
writing, 256 Brigade Combat Team, Louisiana National Guard, and a Brigade of 3rd
Infantry Division occupy this area.
At first, the division engineers built up the camp south of the BIAP runway. In September
2003, word came down to cease construction because the airport would be returned to the
Iraqi ministry of transportation. The task was to get off BIAP by the spring and turn the
airport over to civilian authority. Most of the tent cities along the runway and the Bob Hope
Dining Facility were closed. Only the Iraqi Civil Defense Corps was to remain at the airport.
Today the airport is open, but no units of the Iraqi Army have been moved into the airport
complex.
The land behind nearby Camp Liberty was a former hunting reserve for Saddam Hussein.
The best view is from a man-made hill created from soil removed from a man-made lake
nearby – this hill is sometimes called Signal Hill. Tall reeds and palms line the roadside
into the camp. Each day, seemingly endless convoys of civilian dump trucks drop off 300
loads of gravel used to harden the wetlands.
By January 2004, several hundred mobile white-walled trailers, to be used as soldiers’
living quarters, were laid out in rows, in a manner resembling a large trailer park. Each
soldier would have 80 square feet of living space. Rooms inside the trailers were to be
approximately 4m2 large, oufitted with a small window, equipped with two beds, a table
and lamp, a closet, and were air-conditioned. For some residents, trailers had shared
showers, sinks and toilet. The Army and Air Force Exchange Service has built two
structures, each larger than a circus tent. Kellogg Brown & Root workers also have a slice
of the camp. They will continue to provide soldiers with food, morale programs and base
maintenance.
About 100 Missouri National Guard troops from the 203rd Engineer Battalion built the first
of seven headquarters buildings. But they were making slow progress on the long wooden
structures, known to troops as SEAhuts. Some problems later persisted: Doors ordered for
the project didn’t fit frames. Insulation was cut to the wrong size; some concrete blocks
crumbled. The lumber used for the construction came mostly from Germany and Canada
while the electrical supplies came from all over. Most of the time, metric measurements
had to be converted to standard.
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Compared to other Army installations in the Baghdad area, Camp Liberty was relatively
new, and was still under development as of March 2004. At that time, soldiers wishing to
take advantage of services such as a larger PX or full postal service had to hop on the
shuttle to Camp Victory. As construction continued, soldiers in Camp Liberty found less
need to bus it to a different location, and some troops from other installations found it
advantageous to shuttle to the Camp Liberty Main PX.
The Army has a lot of troops to accommodate; this resulted in one of the largest PXs in
Iraq. It has a food court, barber shop and a number of local vendors outside of it. The new
PX opened on the 15 April 2004.
In addition to the new PX and chow halls, Camp Liberty had a number of other facilities.
The three sections of Victory North, Camp Blackjack, West Life Support Area (LSA), and
Division LSA, all had their own mayor cell.
By May 2004, there was a new chapel, Moral Recreation and Welfare building, PX
shoppette, barber shop, internet café, gym and more. Most of these facilities initially
existed in some form, but the new facilities were more permanent and much larger. Also
under construction were basketball courts and volleyball arenas in each section of Camp
Victory. Many of these projects were proposed by units who stayed on the installation.
Today at Camp Liberty, there is a large gymnasium being constructed a short walk from
the LSA.
As of June 2004, Gulf Catering Co. was reported to be the contractor in charge of catering
the thrice-daily meals to soldiers stationed at Camp Liberty, inside a massive airconditioned and new dining facility equipped with two wide-screen televisions.
In addition to the new MWR activities and buildings, Camp Liberty continues to improve
the perimeter, demolishing unoccupied buildings near guard towers as well as building
more roads on the inside. Camp Liberty has come a long way from how it was months
ago, and it continues to improve every day as several projects are under construction to
help make life better for the troops who call it home.
Members of the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate began occupying the new Camp
Liberty Services Center and Courthouse in June 2004. The new building comes complete
with a courtroom and enough office space for the Military Justice, Administration, Legal
Assistance, and Claims sections.
Camp Liberty "Camp Al-Tahreer" Moments from 2004
Camp Al-Tahreer is a sprawling base camp that looks like a perpetual construction site.
Loose gravel lines the path between long rows of dusty white trailers. The trailers provide
a place for Soldiers to crash for a few hours of rest before they have to go back out: to a
patrol, to a civil affairs project or to the task the war on terrorism will demand of them that
day.
Hundreds of soldiers gathered outside the post exchange at Camp Al Tahreer to see their
favorite celebrities perform during the Chairman, Joint Chief of Staff Handshake Tour on
14 December 2004. The event was sponsored by the United Service Organizations and
hosted a handful of entertainers like comedians Robin Williams and Blake Clark, model
Leeann Tweeden and former Broncos quarterback John Elway.
It was clear that the best one-liners of Robin Williams’ career did not come from Mork and
Mindy, Good Morning, Vietnam,” or Dead Poets Society. According to those who were
there, his greatest words of impact came on a chilly December morning in Iraq, when the
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comedian graced an outdoor stage and, in the presence of hundreds of American soldiers,
shouted “Goooood Morning Baghdad!” From the word “go!” Williams was all about giving
the troops a good show. As part of a United Service Organization (USO) tour, he teamed
up with model Leeann Tweeden, former quarterback for the Denver Broncos John Elway,
and actor and comedian Blake Clark to give the soldiers of Camp Liberty something to
write home about.
Senator John Kerry, D-Mass., visited soldiers from his state at Camp Al Tahreer in
Baghdad, Iraq Jan. 5, 2005. During the visit, Kerry discussed sports, the presidential
election, and the state of the war in Iraq. Kerry asked them what he should tell Congress
about the war in Iraq. The troops told him that the good work that they are doing was not
getting reported in the United States.

Camp Liberty Detention Facility -- “Cropper”
A portion of Camp Liberty reportedly serves as a tent compound used to house detainees
scheduled to be freed. That facility at Camp Liberty, along with Camp Redemption at the
Abu Ghurayb Prison, was created due to the need to streamline the processing of Iraqi
prisoners. It was meant to address overcrowding issues highlighted by the Abu Ghraib
Prison abuse scandal, as well as formalize the interrogation process.
The facility opened on September 14, 2004, it is surrounded by a barbed-wire fence, and
consists of air-conditioned tents in which prisoners are housed.
THE REALITY OF Al-FAW PALACE:
SYMBOLS OF THE FORMER REGIME ARE EVERYWHERE!

The light fixtures say,
“God will grant us victory”
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‘Al Qadisiah’ – a place where the
Arabs fought a battle against the
Persians in 670 AD
(ceiling fresco)

Saddam Hussein’s initials

Inlay in the door spells al-Faw

“God will make Saddam Victorious”
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Faw palace
Named by the name which
its fire dignifies
And not from the exalted
ground from which they
were taken
Called Faw palace after the
hearts in it
(remainder defaced)
[located in main entrance chamber]

The main chandelier in Faw Palace is
estimated to cost $$$$$$$??????????? –
it has 256 lights.

“Your tongue is your place, so don’t allow it to make more promises than you can keep”

Some of the wit and wisdom of Saddam Hussein -- located near SJA section
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In the name of God the Merciful the Compassionate
(Ottoman Style)
Located in Help Desk Area

Be careful and do not be cruel to anybody. It is better for you, if someone who deserves to be
punished and escapes from you, than to be cruel on a human.
From the Commandments of
The Leader President Saddam Hussein
May God Guide him and protect him
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Go and hurry up in doing good things, and do not rush and slow down, when doing something that
might hurt the others.

Do not be-friend of someone who think that you despise him.

Let it be known to you, that there is nothing better than renewing the hope of achieving victory.

The talk of people, is like a book on earth. Do not avoid reading it, but do not believe everything in
it.

The good manners of honest men, is when they are ashamed of any bad thing.

East of Tigris

The great day
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The day of days

East of Basrah

Your talk is your point of view, therefore do not insult it, and do not promise too much of
something that you cannot do.

Do not let your chance to be part of yourself, and then you might lose yourself.
From the Commandments of
The Leader President Saddam Hussein
May God guide him and protect him

God is Great.
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If God will make you winners, then no one can defeat you.

Thanks be to God. Thanks to be God.

The Gallantry Day.

The Great March.

Al-Fao.

East of Tigris.

The Day of Days.

Blessed Ramadhan.
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Make the kindness the crown of justice and affirmation, instead of hesitation.

Jerusalem Day.

Al-Fao.

The Call Day.

Science Day.

The Glorious Day.

The Crown of Battles. The Mother of Battles.

Mohammed is the Messenger

The Great Harvest.
of God.
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The Great Harvest.

The Crown of Battles.

Beware of yourself before your enemy, and watch your friend before your enemy.

Do not do all that you can do, but do what is right and legal, in accordance with the principals that
you believe in, and after you depend on God.
From the Commandments of
The Leader President Saddam Hussein
May God guide him and protect him

Al-Fao is the city of sacrifice, and the gate to the great victory.

O God please let us achieve victory, and the best victory is the one guarded by God.

The road that you know, is not always the best. And the wisdom is not always good by avoiding
that road.
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